Abstract: Differential speed rolling has been applied to multi-layered Ti/Al composite sheets, obtained from accumulative roll bonding with intermediate heat treatments being applied. In comparison to conventional rolling, differential speed rolling is more efficient in strengthening the composite due to the more pronounced grain refinement. Severe plastic deformation by means of rolling becomes feasible if the evolution of common rolling textures in the Ti layers is retarded. In this condition, a maximum strength level of the composites is achieved, i.e., an ultimate tensile strength of 464 MPa, while the strain to failure amounts to 6.8%. The deformation has been observed for multi-layered composites. In combination with the analysis of the microstructure, this has been correlated to the mechanical properties.
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1. Introduction

A key aspect in the production of composite materials lies within the possibility of combining different material properties that are attributed to the individual components of the composite. The specific objective in the development of multi-layered Ti/Al composites is the aim to combine (i) a large tensile strength; (ii) a low mass density, yielding a high specific strength and (iii) a sufficient ductility, allowing further forming processes.

One prerequisite for the production of metal composites is a high forming capability. In the present work, accumulative roll bonding (ARB) is utilized to generate composites hardened by grain- and phase-boundaries. When ARB is applied to two different materials, the phase boundary area per volume doubles for each ARB cycle as long as the layers remain continuous. Hence, the
stability of the layers is crucial when aiming at maximum phase boundary area. Part A of this study [1] revealed that the stability of the layers can be maintained by introducing an intermediate heat treatment (IHT) after each individual ARB cycle. However, IHT leads to recovery and, therefore, reduces the effect of strain hardening introduced by rolling.

The present study presents a possibility to overcome this issue. ARB with IHT is utilized to generate multi-layered sheets with individual continuous layers. As mentioned before, IHT prevents an accumulation of strain hardening. The composite can be strengthened further when the finally aimed number of layers has been reached. Further cold working by conventional rolling is possible, but the hardening rate is comparably low as the Ti layers fail by necking and do not further deform. Thus, a high degree of deformation would be required, which results in limitations with respect to the sheet thickness. In order to obtain a higher strain hardening rate, the deformation should have a reasonable shear component. A small amount of shear deformation is also observed for conventionally rolled materials. This shear arises from e.g., friction between sheet and rolls. During conventional rolling, the friction is kept at a low level. However, this can be considerably altered by differential speed rolling (DSR). DSR utilizes different velocities of the upper and lower rolls or, alternatively, differently sized rolls (asymmetric rolling) yielding different surface velocities of the rolls. By this means, DSR induces a significant amount of shear deformation within the rolled material yielding a pronounced grain refinement [2–5] and a change in texture [2,6,7].

In order to ease the discussion, conventional rolling with similar velocity and size of the working rolls, here referred to as equal speed rolling (ESR), represents the benchmark and reference system to DSR [8]. For ESR, shear deformation is restricted to the near surface region [8,9]. In the case of DSR, the volume that is affected by shear is strongly material dependent as shown in numerous studies on different materials, e.g., steel, copper, aluminium and niobium [3,10–15]. Special attention is paid to the investigation of DSR of hexagonal metals such as magnesium [4,16–18] and titanium [6,19–21]. Hoi Pang Ng et al. combined roll bonding and asymmetric rolling on Ti/Al composite sheets with up to four rolling passes and observed a remarkable higher grain refinement and increasing inter diffusion compared to symmetric ARB [22]. However, the thin Ti layers show considerable necking. Consequently, the layered structure is destroyed and the matrix is capable of deformation. Thus, strengthening of the composite is mainly accomplished by strengthening the Al matrix [22]. In summary, the use of shear deformation in Ti/Al multi-layered sheets is still unrevealed, when (i) the multi-layered architecture has to be preserved during processing and (ii) a high deformation strain has to be achieved.

The aim of this study is to investigate the effect of DSR on multi-layered Ti/Al sheets and to emphasize the influence of the multi-layered structure compared to single material sheets in the response to DSR.

2. Experimental Section

For the present study, pure Ti (99.995%) sheets as well as sheets of the aluminium alloy AA5049 (AlMg2Mn0.8, in the following referred to as Al) with an initial size of 30 mm × 125 mm × 1 mm (width × length × thickness) have been used. For benchmarking purposes, single material sheets were also deformed. All sheets were initially in a recrystallized state. In addition, investigations were performed on a five-layered stack of Al-Ti-Al-Ti-Al that has been roll bonded using a thickness reduction of 50% as well as on a Ti/Al composite being accumulatively roll bonded with six ARB cycles including IHTs at 723 K for 90 min after each ARB cycle under vacuum conditions. This composite is composed of 160 continuous layers. For any details, please refer to part A of this study [1].

DSR experiments were performed at room temperature (RT) utilizing a rolling mill with identical diameters of the working rolls of 250 mm operated at different velocities, i.e., rolling speed ratios, and with different numbers of rolling cycles. The thickness reduction of the sheets per rolling pass was
approximately 20%, and deformation was performed with up to four rolling passes, while the ratio of the roll velocities used was 1.1, 1.5, 2.0 and 3.0.

As already mentioned, DSR leads to enhanced shearing. In order to visualize this contribution to deformation, pins of annealed pure copper were inserted into several composite sheets before rolling. This procedure follows the experiments of Sakai [9] and Lee [8], who measured the shearing of metal sheets during rolling and ARB. The response of the material was determined on longitudinal cuts, which also include the pin by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Zeiss Microscopy, Jena, Germany) and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD, Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, UK). The metallographic preparation for these studies is described in detail in a previous study [23]. EBSD measurements were done in the upper third of the single material sheets and the 160 layer composite sheets. In the five layer sheets, the EBSD maps were taken within the top layer (Al) and the second-top layer (Ti).

Hardness measurements were executed with two nano hardness tester devices (MTS, Eden Prairie, MN, USA) using identical measurement parameters. The Berkovich indenter penetrates the material at a rate of 0.05 s\(^{-1}\), while a vibration with a frequency of 45 Hz is superimposed. This facilitates a continuous determination of the hardness at any penetration depth. The hardness of each measurement is averaged for depths ranging from 500 nm to 900 nm because of the large fluctuations at lower depths. For each sample and phase, the values of 15 indents are averaged. Tensile tests were carried out at RT; for any detail, please refer to part A of this study.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Differential Speed Rolling of Al and Ti

The effect of DSR on the microstructure of Al is shown in Figure 1. All investigations were performed on longitudinal cuts of the specimens at the center of the sheets and the second or third layer from the top.

**Figure 1.** Grain boundary maps of Al, prepared by DSR. A01: one rolling pass, speed ratio: 1:1; A02: 1 rolling pass, speed ratio: 3.0; A03: four rolling passes, speed ratio: 1:1.
The grain boundary maps shown in Figure 1 were calculated from EBSD micrographs and mark all boundaries with a misorientation angle of 15° and above. The Al sheets were deformed by DSR with different speed ratios and number of rolling passes. An increasing shear deformation, which is related to higher speed ratio results in a significant larger mean grain size after one DSR pass. A similar tendency is observed for a higher shear strain due to an increasing number of DSR passes, as shown for the increase of passes from one to four. A quantitative analysis of the grain sizes is provided in Figure 2.

According to Equation (1) the speed ratio can be transferred to the rolling shear strain $\gamma$, assuming plane strain deformation. Therein, $v_u$ and $v_l$ are the velocities of the upper and lower roll (measured in m/s), respectively, and $d$ is the inside width between the rolls (measured in m).

$$\gamma = \arctan \left( \frac{v_u - v_l}{d} \right)$$

(1)

Figure 2a,b show the quantitative analysis of the grain size of the Al sheets being processed by DSR with different speed ratios as well as increasing strain (i.e., number of DSR passes) at a constant speed ratio of 1.1.

The analysis shows a significant increase of the grain size with increasing shear deformation when the mean grain size is weighted upon the area. According to Figure 1, a small number of large grains is responsible for this behavior, which is causing an overestimation of the large grains. In contrast, the arithmetic average shows a slight decrease of the grain size with increasing amount of shear deformation. Furthermore, the grain size also only slightly decreases with increasing number of rolling passes at a constant speed ratio of 1.1, no matter the weighting method.

A similar analysis has been made for DSR Ti sheets (The sheets were deformed in the same way as the Al sheets). Figure 3 shows grain boundary maps of Ti.

An increasing shear deformation decreases the mean grain size. This is more evident when comparing the different speed ratios. In order to assess the effect of DSR on the mechanical properties, Al and Ti sheets in the cold rolled condition (as-received), in which the amount of shear deformation can be neglected, have been tensile tested in comparison to those being additionally processed by DSR with a low shear deformation (i.e., speed ratio of 1.1), as shown in Figure 4.
Figure 3. Grain boundary maps (i.e., boundaries with a misorientation angle of 15 degree and above) of DSR Ti. A04: one rolling pass, speed ratio: 1.1; A05: 1 rolling pass, speed ratio: 3.0; A06: four rolling passes, speed ratio: 1.1.

Figure 4. Engineering stress-strain curves for (a) Al and (b) Ti sheets in the cold rolled condition and after one and four DSR passes at a speed ratio of 1:1. Results for two samples in each condition are shown in order to illustrate the occurring variations.

As can be seen from Figure 4, DSR significantly affects the flow behavior. The increase of strength is likely to be caused by a higher dislocation and twin (Ti) density within the materials, which is reflected in significantly decreasing EBSD pattern quality. A significant contribution to the strength according to the Hall–Petch relationship [24,25] can be excluded due to similar grain sizes in all conditions (see Figure 2). DSR also causes a decreasing strain to failure. However, the reduction of ductility is very pronounced due to the shear deformation itself. The ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of Ti is only 190 MPa in the initial state. A single pass of DSR increases the UTS to about 370 MPa and multi-pass DSR further to 460 MPa. The UTS of Al increase is less pronounced. One single DSR pass causes an increase of the UTS from 240 MPa to 280 MPa and three more passes to 308 MPa.
3.2. Differential Speed Rolling of Ti/Al-Multi-Layers

Multi-layered sheets have been obtained from a stack of three Al and two Ti sheets being alternatingly placed, i.e., Al-Ti-Al-Ti-Al, and accumulatively roll bonded as described in part A of this study [1]. This sheet could be further processed by ARB as the Al is always at the outer side of the composite which eases roll bonding. ARB was performed with up to six ARB cycles. The five and 160-layered composites were further processed by DSR.

Figure 5 shows grain boundary maps for Al and Ti within a five-layered composite. EBSD images were taken within the Ti (left) and Al (right) layers at different deformation states. For the Ti layers within the five-layered composite, a quite similar behavior is observed for the deformed Ti, i.e., a reduction of the grain size with increasing number of DSR passes (compare to Figure 3). In contrast to this, the grain size observed within the aluminum layers also decreases with increasing shear deformation, which has not been observed for the equivalently deformed Al (compare Figure 1). However, the grain size within the Al layers is still larger with no shear deformation being applied when compared to the five-layered composite which has been deformed by DSR up to an equivalent strain. This difference between the conventionally rolled and differentially speed rolled five-layered composite is less pronounced for the Ti layers.

![Figure 5](image_url)

**Figure 5.** Grain boundary maps (i.e., boundaries with a misorientation angle of 15 degrees and above) for Al and Ti being co-deformed by ARB within a five-layer stack and subsequent DSR. B01: one rolling pass, speed ratio: 1:1; B02: one rolling pass, speed ratio: 1:5; B03: four rolling passes, speed ratio: 1:1; B04: conventional rolling with three rolling passes.
Figure 6a,b show the quantitative analysis of the grain sizes. In contrast to the findings of the pure metals, the present analysis shows a decreasing grain size with increasing shear deformation. This situation is independent on the weighting method. However, the total reduction of the grain size is rather small.

The five-layered composite has been generated by roll bonding with a total thickness reduction of 50%, which already imposes a high degree of deformation and causes a significant reduction in ductility when compared to the pure metals. The engineering stress-strain curves of the five-layered composite are shown in Figure 7 and should be compared to those of the pure metals (Figure 4). The large plastic strain at fracture which is observed for pure metals cannot be obtained in the multi-layered sheet. On the other hand, ARB strain hardens the composite and, in consequence, a yield strength of 320 MPa and an ultimate tensile strength of 403 MPa are observed for the five-layered composite. These strength values can be further increased by DSR, whereby a larger accumulated shear deformation by multiple DSR passes further increases the tensile strength.
A reduction of fracture strain which is generally observed with strength increase is not observed after processing by DSR. The ductility is even enhanced by DSR.

In the following, the question of how the accumulatively roll bonded Ti/Al multi-layered sheets react on DSR is addressed, i.e., on the superimposed shear. In order to visualize the shear being incorporated into the composites by DSR, a Cu-pin is utilized. This pin has been put into a drilled hole in a 160-layered Ti/Al composite sheet. The Cu is in a recrystallized state and, therefore, it deforms at lower stress than the composite and even its individual layers. Therefore, the shear strain applied can be easily obtained from the interface between the Cu pin and the composite. For this purpose, longitudinal cross-sectional cuts were prepared by standard metallographic procedures aiming at imaging the largest cross section of the Cu-pin. Figure 8 shows such cross-sectional cuts of the Cu-pin (bright grey) embedded within a 160-layered composite being prepared by ARB and (i) further conventionally rolled as well as (ii) further processed by DSR with a speed ratio of 1.1. Both composites were deformed by three rolling passes, incorporating a total strain of 0.62.

**Figure 8.** Shear deformation imaged by a Cu-pin inserted into a 160-layered Ti/Al composite. This Cu-pin shows no shearing in the case of conventional rolling (a); whereas DSR yields considerable shear (b); The left (dotted lines) and right (straight lines) boundaries between the Cu-pin and the Ti/Al-composite have been used to evaluate the relative position of the material as shown in the right chart (c). The grey lines represent the calculated amount of shear deformation.

Figure 8a,b reveal the shear deformation incorporated during DSR. The shear within the pin can be addressed to DSR, as no shearing of the Cu-pin is observed for the conventionally rolled 160-layered composite. The amount of shear has been evaluated from the curvature of the interfaces between the Cu-pin and the composite. Figure 8c shows the displacement of the Cu-pin relative to
the vertical projection of the lowest position of the interface as a function of the distance from the bottom of the sheet. This evaluation has been performed for the left as well as the right interface in order to increase the accuracy. The effective amount of shear deformation has been calculated upon the displacement. The corresponding shear is shown in Figure 8c.

Assuming that the Cu-pin correctly reflects the amount of shear deformation and taking into account that the interfaces within the 160-layered composite do not fail during DSR, it can be concluded that the composite is also subjected to the same amount of shear deformation.

Figures 9 and 10 show SEM micrographs of the microstructure of the composites processed by conventional rolling and DSR, respectively. Each of these images contain inserts showing grain boundary maps as obtained from EBSD measurements. In the case of the conventionally rolled 160-layered composite, the grain boundary maps are independent of the position at which they were taken.

**Figure 9.** SEM micrograph showing the microstructure of a 160-layered Ti/Al composite obtained from six ARB cycles and subsequent conventional rolling (three passes). The inserts show grain boundary maps that have been evaluated from EBSD measurements at the depicted positions. Lines indicate high angle grain boundaries including twin boundaries.

**Figure 10.** SEM micrograph showing the microstructure of a 160-layered Ti/Al composite obtained from six ARB cycles and subsequent differential speed rolling (three passes). The inserts show grain boundary maps at positions depicted. Lines indicate high angle grain boundaries including twin boundaries.
The situation is considerably different for the case of the 160-layered composite being processed by DSR. As this composite is subjected to an additional shear deformation, which increases with the distance from the lower roll (see Figure 8), a variation in the microstructure across the thickness of the sheets is observed. The macroscopic view of the sample shows the same features as in the case of the conventionally rolled 160-layered composite, i.e., continuous layers, some of them necked, but none failed, and no detachment of the layers occurred. The grain boundary maps show that the grain size shrinks with increasing shearing strain (in Figure 10 from bottom to top). It is noteworthy to mention that no intermetallic phase was detected by means of SEM within any cross section under investigation.

In order to quantitatively assess these images, the grain size has been evaluated upon the grain boundary maps. The corresponding mean grain sizes for the Ti and Al layers are shown for the conventionally rolled 160-layered composites as well as for the composites processed by DSR in Figure 11. The data has been evaluated upon the regions as depicted in Figures 9 and 10. Figure 11b shows the hardness of the phases in both conditions.

Figure 11. Grain size (a) and hardness (b) of a 160-layered Ti/Al composite subjected to three passes of conventional rolling (ESR) or differential speed rolling (DSR). The values are taken along the thickness of the sheet and, thus, reflect the amount of shear introduced into the samples.

As already mentioned, when qualitatively discussing the grain boundary maps, the grain size shows no variation along the sheet thickness for the conventionally rolled composite. The Ti and Al grain sizes are about the same. As the composite is homogeneously strengthened by work-, phase- and grain-boundary hardening, it is not surprising that the hardness values are constant across the sample thickness.

This situation is different for the samples processed by DSR. The additionally introduced shear deformation yields a significant grain refinement. As the shear strain varies across the thickness of the sheet, the contribution of the Hall-Petch type hardening also differs. Indeed, the hardness increases with shear deformation as the grains undergo refinement. This is observed for the Ti as well as Al layers.

Up to here, the discussion regarding the effect of DSR on multi-layered Ti/Al composites was restricted to the speed ratio of 1.1. In the following, the effect of increasing speed ratio will be illustrated. Figure 12 shows the effect of different rolling speed ratios on the microstructure of Ti and Al, respectively.
Figure 12. Grain boundary maps (i.e., boundaries with a misorientation angle of 15° and above) of the Ti (left) and Al (right) layers within a 160-layered Ti/Al composite sheet. The sheets are being deformed by rolling with one (C01) and three (C02-04) rolling passes. The speed ratio amounts to 1 (C01 and C02), 1:1 (C03) and 1:5 (C04), respectively.

As previously mentioned, the Al and Ti layers have a widely spread grain size distribution. Figure 13 shows the grain size within the Al and Ti layers evaluated upon the grain boundary maps shown in Figure 12. The effect of conventional rolling with up to three rolling passes on the grain size is not significant.

The smaller Al grains show a nearly constant grain size with increasing rolling shear, whereas the larger grains show a significant decrease in grain size. Both mean values come closer with increasing shear deformation. This is not observed for the grains within the Ti layers. Both values remain nearly constant. In addition, there is a significant change in the grain statistics. With increasing shear deformation, the number of small grains within the Al layers increases.
The mechanical properties of the composite are affected by the microstructure. Figure 14 shows the engineering stress-strain curves of the 160-layered Ti/Al composite as well as the curves of composites being additionally deformed by DSR. One DSR pass decreases both UTS and yield strength but increases the strain to failure. However, the application of three further DSR passes increases the UTS and yield strength but also further increases the ductility.

Figure 15 compares the development of the mechanical properties of all sheets examined. The influence of DSR is most remarkable in case of Ti sheets. The UTS increases from 200 MPa to 350 MPa after the first DSR cycle and to about 450 MPa after the fourth DSR cycle. At the same time, the elongation to failure decreases from 46% to 7%. The influence of DSR on Al follows the
same tendency: UTS increases from 230 MPa to 280 MPa and later to 310 MPa while the elongation decreases from 12% to 3.8%. In the composite sheets, both the strength and the elongation to failure increase when the composite is deformed by DSR. However, this is only visible after four DSR passes. Where the UTS and strain to failure are nearly independent of the number of DSR passes for the five-layered composite, the 160-layered composite shows an increase for a higher number of DSR passes, only. Both values even show a decrease after the first DSR pass when compared to the initial state. This hints at the fact that friction between the layers plays a significant role with respect to the deformation behavior and especially with respect to the observed elongation to failure. The tensile test samples from the 160-layered Ti/Al composite shows noticeable sliding of the layers at the Ti-Al interfaces.

![Graph showing the effect of DSR on mechanical properties](image)

**Figure 15.** Effect of DSR on the mechanical properties. The chart shows the change of the ultimate tensile strength, yield strength and strain to failure for pure Al and Ti as well as for five-layered and 160-layered Ti/Al composite sheets before and after DSR.

4. Conclusions

Differential speed rolling of Ti/Al composite sheets leads to an increased ductility due to an improved macroscopic shear strain. The different layers of a five-layered composite sheet prepared by a single ARB cycle slide along the phase boundary during DSR. In contrast, a 160-layered composite prepared by six ARB cycles reveals shear deformation of the individual layers. This shear deformation shows a gradient in the direction of sample thickness and increases from the layer next to the slower roll to that next to the faster roll. Furthermore, the shear deformation causes hardening and grain refinement and, consequently, gradients in grain size and hardness. Table 1 qualitatively summarizes the evolution of the grain size during DSR of single material sheets as well as five- and 160-layered composites. An increase in the speed ratio affects the grain size differently compared to an increase in the number of DSR passes. Except for separately rolled Al, the grain size decreases with increasing speed difference. During further DSR passes, the grain size remains constant or even increases. In case of the five-layered composite, the grains further refine when DSR passes are repeated.

The application of DSR facilitates both an increase in UTS and ductility while the laminated structure is retained. The tensile strength increases with the number of DSR passes up to 464 MPa, and the elongation to failure rises to 6.8% for the five-layered composite. Strengthening is caused by grain refinement, strain hardening and an increase of bonding strength between the layers.
Table 1. Qualitative evolution of the grain size during DSR responding to increasing speed ratio and increasing DSR pass number. (A) single material sheets; (B) five-layered composite sheets; (C) 160-layered composite sheets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Effect of Speed Ratio</th>
<th>Effect of Speed Ratio</th>
<th>Effect of Pass Number</th>
<th>Effect of Pass Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Small Grains</td>
<td>Large Grains</td>
<td>Small Grains</td>
<td>Large Grains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Al</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>↘</td>
<td>↘</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Al</td>
<td>↘</td>
<td>↘</td>
<td>↘</td>
<td>↘</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>↘</td>
<td>↘</td>
<td>↘</td>
<td>↘</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Al</td>
<td>↘</td>
<td>↘</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>↘</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>↘</td>
<td>↘</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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